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S U M M A R Y

The Republic of Korea, occupies the southern end of the Korean

peninsula. It has a long histrry of mining and mineral production,

and has an active and fairly well equipped Geological Survey. The

country in general is quite highly mineralized with many minerals

including uranium although there has "been no uranium production

from it yet.

Urazdum occurs in granites, schists, and in black carbonaceous

shales. The Korean Geological survey has estimated that one ore

body contains 650 tonnes U in 1,600,000 tons of ore at an average

grade of 0.047 percent U^OQ* Many recent reports also indicate

very large resources of uranium in very low grade ranges.

The uranium potential for the Republic of Korea is considered

in Category 2 (1,000 - 10,000 tonnes U) in the normal IUREP context.

However, a very large resource may exist in the very low grades in

"blsxsk shales of the country. This resource is considered as in

category 6 (500,000 to 1,000,000 tonnes U).
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PRODUCTION AM) GENERAL GEOGRAPHY

Loc at ion, Size .sjnd̂ jbct ent_

Korea is a peninsula in eastern Asia,, lying between the Yellow
Sea and the Sea of Japan, being separated from southwestern Japan
by the Strait of Korea, 200 kilometers wide.. Extending southward
from Manchuria for 835 kilometers (from 43° to 34° I'O and varying
from 200 to 360 km in width, Korea contains 220,800 sq km and has
1,930 islands along its 4,800 km coastline. In the north, Korea
is bounded by Manchuria (Peoples Republic of China) and the Far
Eastern Region of USSR, most of the boundary being marked by the
Yalu and Tumen rivers„

Since 1945 the peninsula has been divided, first along the.
38th parallel, then, after the Korean War, following a demarcation
line running from the Han estuary northeast across that parallel.
The Republic of Korea comprises the southern 43 .9?° of "the peninsula,
or 98,800 sq knio

Physical Gj3_gjg_ajphy

The Tumen and Yalu rivers which form the country's northern
border originate on the slopes of Paek-sazu Extending southward
from the mountainous northern interior, close to the eastern coast,
a major mountain chain throws off spurs to the west and south.
Thus, mountains are found in profusion throughout the peninsula..
Tides on the rugged eastern coast rise only about 1 meter. The
western coast is a network of estuaries and tidal flats where the
tides rise from 6 to 9 meters. The main rivers drain to the west and
south. Some of these are navigable in their lower courses for small
boats. Notable are the Haktong in the southeast, the Han in the
centre, the Taedong in the north add the Yalu. The southwestern
coast is a maze of islands and peninsulas. Cheju, offshore about
80 km, is Korea's largest island.

Korea has no wide alluvial plain, and only one-fifth of the land
is arable. The south has more extensive plains and is favoured by
a mild winter,. Though many of Korea's hills have been denuded of
their trees, there are still extensive coniferous and mixed forests,
especially in the north and in the more rugged mountain areas, in
which also are the main mineral and hydroelectric resources.

Climat,e

The climate of Korea is humid and continental with a pronounced
rainy season in the summer and relatively dry winters. The yearly
rainfall varies from about 150 cm along the shores of southern Korea
to 65 cm in the northern interior.



The summers are hot with average August temperatures for
most of the peninsula above 24° Co The winters are relatively mild;
average January temperatures along the southern coast are above 0° C.

Tr ansport and C oromuni c at ions

Roads.and railways have "been rebuilt since the war. There were
5,619 3m of railway track in 1975„ In 1975 there were 44,905 km
of roads reaching all parts, of the country. The Government hopes to
pave all highways by I9OO. Coastal shipping is important, the chief
ports being Pusan, Inchon CXKI Masan. Expansion of harbour facilities
at Ulsan, Pohang and Yeosu is in progress° There are internal and
international air services. In June 1970 a satellite communications
system became operational at the Eumsan ground station, which relays
signals via Intelsat-3« The first line of the Soeul underground
railway system opened in 1974 and the network will eventually cover
140 km. •'

Population, Industry and Currency

The population of the Republic of Korea on October 1, 1975 was
estimated at 33)700,000, The largest city is Seoul, the capital,
with 6,900,000, followed in size by Pusan with 2,500,000, and Taegn
with 1,300,000. Inchon, Kwangchu and Taejon all have more than
half a million inhabitants each» Twelve other cities have in excess
of 100,000 people-

Nearly half the population is engaged in food production
(agriculture and fishing)„ There are substantial coal deposits and
other minerals, include iron ore, tungsten, gold, graphite and
fluorite. A five-year natural resources development plan was announced
in 1973.

Korea has long been a leading producer of the world's tungsteno
Production of tungsten ore in 1975 totalled 4?772 short tons.
Anthrocite production was 17,600,000 metric tons. Virtually all
mining is done by private companies under agreements with the Korean
Government. The Geological Survey of Korea is basically responsible
for national work in mineral assessment,, and has been involvedin all
efforts in uranium exploration. Its address is; 125 Namyong-dong,
Seoul,. Republic of Korea. Industry is playing an increasingly
large role in the economy, particularly textiles, electronics, cars,
steel and. petrochemicals. The fourth .Five-Year Economic Development
Plan (l977-8l) envisages an annual average growth rate of 9 P e r cent.
Total investment will increase by 52 percent, and the sha,re of mining
and manufacturing in the national industrial structure is expected
to increase from 30 to 38 percent, Export volume is planned to rise
by an annual rate, of 16 per cent,

The unit of currency is the Won at a current (Pec 1976) exchange
rate of SUSl' = 485=00 Won.
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B . _GELLQ_GY 0F_ jME REPUBLIC OP KOREA Iff RELATIOE TO POTEFTI ALLY, _
FAVOURABLE URANIUM BEARJENG AREAS

G e n e r a l

The high mountainous backbone of Korea is composed chiefly of
Archeozoic granite, gneiss, mica schist and other metamorphicso
Geosynclinal deposits ranging up to Traissic in age flank these
ancient rocks on the west. The southeastern part of the peninsula,
is composed largely of Cretaceous and Tertiary sedimentary rocks
interspersed by Late Tertiary granitic intrusions. The latest major
mountain making in Korea appears to have occurred during Jurassic
time, and the latest uplifts have determined the orientation of the
peninsulao

Although volcanism is recorded, in the dike rocks and. lava
flows associated with both the geosynclinal sedimentaries and the
later liesozoic depositsf it has not been pronounced in more recent
geologic time. Korea has no active volcanoes and very rare earth-
quake shocks, a striking contrast with nearby Japan*

Mineral resources include titaniferous magnetites and hematites
of various ages from Archeozoic to Paleozoic„ Copper is reported
to occur in veins and as contact metamorphic and metasomatic deposits
chiefly in Paleozoic limestones. Gold, in vein quartz and as
auriferous sulfides, is widely distributed, in Archeozoic rocks.
Some Cretaceous coal beds are anthracitic, but the largest coal
deposits are of Permian Age.

Approximate ratios of land surface of the various geological
series are as follows:

Tertiary sediments
Tertiary igneous
Mesozoic
Cretaceous granite
Paleozoic
Precambrian granite gneiss
Precambrian crystalline schist

PAST EXPLORATION

?-fo
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Virtually all exploration in the past has been done either
by or in cooperation with the Geological Survey of Korea.

Perhaps the most fruitful of the programmes has been a joint
Korean - Japanese programme consisting of three, or possibly four,
different cooperative surveys over a period from I969 to 1972- An
addition plan, apparently also of a cooperative nature and named the
Colombo Plan was designed for 1975° I"t is not known if it was carried
out.
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In addition at least two technical assistance missions were
sent to Korea.- One "by Kevin Burke was completed in I96I, and a
second by H Tsuruta ending: in 1974".-. Mr Burke, however, investigated
nearly all nuclear raw materials of which uranium was only,a small
part. As a result several uranium occurrences have "been found.
Exploration for uranium "began in 1955 anc! was carried out as follows;

1955-1958 Reconnaissance of pegmatites and mine examination

I96O-I968 Systematic carborne radiometric survey

1969-1973 More intensive carborne survey in cooperation
with Japanese experts

1974 Two year plan for exploration of the Daejeon

1975-1976 Proposed Colombo Plan, but whether i t was carried
out or not i s unknown.

D. igMJUM QfiClMMCES AJID RE.SQIJI1GBS

The Korean Geological Survey has performed carborne radiometric
surveys over a very large portion of the country. As a result of
these surveys several anomalies have been found. These are described
briefly below:

Uraninite and some secondary uranium minerals were found in
pegmatite, in UDAESAN, OKDOMG and CHANGGYE, and graphite
deposits of QOMGJU, CHUNGCHBOMJ- pokudo.

These were doubtful economic interest as uranium resources.

Pitchblende mineralization was found in joints and fissures in
granite, in the vicinity of TONGJIM, and KWAMJWON-do.

The uranium locality at Tongjum is in migmatitic granodiorite
containing inclusions of biotite schist and less commonly quartzite.
Veins of quartz-microcline-muscovite-black tourmaline pegmatite up
to 3 metres across cut the migmatite and make up about ICffo of the
rock. Two lampophyre dykes cut the migmatite close to the uranium
occurrence,.

The basal quartzite of the Tongdulc series overlies the granodiorite
unconfonnably0 A quartz-pebble conglomerate one metre thick outcrops
at the bottom of the quartzite about 200 metres vertically above the
uranium mineralization on the west side of the valley. The migmatite
is shattered and strongly jointed presumably by movements associated
with the faulting. .

Uranium mineralization is confined to joint faces and narrow
fissures (up. to half a centimetre wide) in the migmatitic granoc'iorite.
A coating of pitchblende or coffinite about one millimeter thick and
five centimetres square lies on a joint face. Yellow uranium
secondary minerals are developed close to the joint.



The Tongjum occurrence is of interest as the first hydrothermal
•uranium mineralization to be recognized in the Republic of Korea
and the first discovery of pitchblende„ This occurrence is probably
associated with post Cretaceous tectonic movements,, The amount
of uranium present is so small as to be of no economic significance.

Attractive radiometric anomalies were discovered in one of the
graphitic coaly shales in the OGCiSOF Groupo

During additional survey of OGCHEOET Group many other anomalies
were recognized» At the Baksun coal mine in Goesan an occurrence
was found shown a maximum of 65OO c/m with ALOKA logger„ This is
equivalent to about 0.10$ U3O3 over 1.9 m of thickness. In addition
anomalies were recognized in 7 holes showing over 3000 c/m, or
about 0.05$ U3O3. An additional .1080 m of drilling in 10 holes,
resulted 4 holes showing over 0o05';o U3O3 „

The uranium exploration in GOESAN area found an estimated
1,800,000 tons ore at 0,047$ U3O0 (65O tonnes U ) .

Radioactive minerals were found during a carborne survey at
Daejeon in 1969 °

The DAEJEOH area lies about 12 km south of DAEJEOH city, in
GHONCHEON- naxnudo and is about 14 1cm from NE to SW and 10 km wide.

The Daejon formation in this area consists mainly of alternated
phyllite and chlorite schist, graphitic coaly shale, limestone and
conglomerateo

They trend generally ME-SW and dip 50 - 70 to MW. Although
it appears to be a monocline it is an overturned fold. The age
may range between Proterozoic and Silurian,,

The southern part of this area has been intruded by granite
and many small quartz-porphyry stocks and dikes.

The conglomerate is in only the northeast part with two or three
limestone beds distributed in the southwest part.

The uranium bearing black shale is part of the phyllite zone
from which a small amount of anthracite has been produced. These
coaly black shales are a maximum of 2 km long and. about 50 m thick,
displaying a lenticular outline and en echelon pattern. The high
radioactive anomalies are found in the irregularities in the shape and
in areas of poor continuity on the outcrops.
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Uraninite as only primary mineral identified Secondary minerals
are meta-torbernite, meta-uranocircite, zeunerite and autunit©,.

• Other areas which may contain uranium occurrences are;

The East Coast Area (about 150 km x 20 km ).

There are some Terti&ry basins along the east coast of peninsula
from SAMCHEOG, POHANG to BUSAW. In these areas, the basal part of
Tertiary formation, especially those overlying granites warrant
investigationo Some lignite fields should also be investigated.

Southwest of SAMCHEOG (20 1cm x 20 km).

. In this area, pitchblende veinlets in granite, have been recognized
but they have not yet been fully investigated. It is also desirable
to investigate the coal fields, especially their marginal area.

The Vicinity of HAMCHEONG (20 km x 5 km).

In this area, the old graphite mine and graphitic beds should
be investigated. Igneous activity in late Mesozoic age may also
be interesting as source of uranium mineralization.

Southeast of GfWAMGJU (70 km x 30 km).

In this area, the intrusive gneissose granite body of Pre-Cambrian
age and some coal seams in Paleozoic age may be of interest as well
as the basal part of Mesozoic formation. The contacts of late Mesozoic
plutons, for instance, stock or dike should also receive attention.

The Vicinity of ANDON (70 km x 30 km).

This area has the same geological conditions as GWANGJU area.

The Vicinity of CHIGPSUN (10 km x 50 km),

In this area the gneissose granite of Pre-Cambrian age is
widely spread.

S° .PRESENT STATUS OF jgPLOR/iTIOIT

Recent news reports indicate that the Republic of Korea is
continuing its investigations into uranium avialbility in the country.
Various reports have stated that an estimated 7-6 million tonnes
uranium are in the country. The value of this is 34,500 million
dollars, according to the news report*



More recently a news report stated that the Republic of Korea
would build a pilot uranium refinery as part of a long range plan
to localise nuclear fuel for atomic plants now under construction.
The refinery will "be "built in two or three years at Taeduck about
85 km south of Seoul at a cost of l:>10 million to produce one tonne
of yellow coke from Korean ore but capable of being expanded to
cover 35 percent of Korean needs,.

The same press stated that South Korea's uranium deposits
contained 0 million tons of very low quality ore«

The long term uranium exploration effort in the Republic of
Korea has probably fairly well identified the most favourable
hosts, leaving evaluation as the next step. The Republic of Korea
is quite highly mineralized and it is not unreasonable to expect
that uranium would eventually become an economically extractable
mineral.

In the context of this programme however, it is the opinion
of the writer that some concentrations of high grade uranium, should
have been found if a potential of uranium resources at current
market value is reported. It is also the opinion of the writer that
very large low grade deposits of uranium can be found in Korea,
and thus, as in Sweden, a considerable potential of very low grade
ore can be assigned,. As a matter of fact such deposits have been
estimated although at this stage they cannot be considered more
that potential estimates.

In addition to uranium deposits in black shales, a considerable
quantity of uranium may be obtained from monazite deposits.

For purposes of the IUREP programme uranium potential is
estimated in Category 2, (1,000 to 10,000 tonnes U) however, it is
probably also very reasonable to believe that the potential of very
low grade (100 - 300 pprn) may be in category 6 (100,000 to 500,000
tonnes U)„

Compiled by M V Hansen
IAEA, Vienna
December 1977
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